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A Taste of Persia is a collection of authentic recipes from one of the world's oldest cuisines,
chosen and adapted for today's lifestyle and kitchen. Here are light appetizers and kababs,
hearty stews and rich, golden-crusted rices, among many other dishes, all fragrant with the
distinctive herbs, spices, or fruits of Iran. Each recipe offers clear, easy-to-follow, step-by-step
instructions. Most take less than an hour to prepare; many require only a few moments; many
others can be made in advance. Besides its 100 recipes and 60 photographs, the book
includes a useful dictionary of Persian cooking techniques and ingredients, a list of specialty
stores around the nation that sell hard-to-find items, and a brief history of Persian cookery.
Together these make a complete introduction to this wonderful cuisine.
Cabinet OrgansFranklin Classics
For fans of Laini Taylor’s Daughter of Smoke and Bone series and Leigh Bardugo’s Grisha
Trilogy comes the first book in the Dark Caravan Cycle, a modern fantasy-adventure trilogy
about a gorgeous, fierce eighteen-year-old jinni who is pitted against two magnetic
adversaries, both of whom want her—and need her—to make their wishes come true. Nalia is a
jinni of tremendous ancient power, the only survivor of a coup that killed nearly everyone she
loved. Now in hiding on the dark caravan—the lucrative jinni slave trade between Arjinna and
Earth, where jinn are forced to grant wishes and obey their human masters’ every
command—she’d give almost anything to be free of the golden shackles that bind her to Malek,
her handsome, cruel master, and his lavish Hollywood lifestyle. Enter Raif, the enigmatic
leader of Arjinna’s revolution and Nalia’s sworn enemy. He promises to release Nalia from her
master so she can return to her ravaged homeland and free her imprisoned brother. There’s
just one catch: for Raif’s unbinding magic to work, Nalia must gain possession of her bottle . . .
and convince the dangerously persuasive Malek that she truly loves him.
Praise for Last Chance to Get It Right! "Tom Moore is one of the capable professionals who
made me lookgood in the last thirty years of my forty-five year career at A.G.Edwards & Sons.
He has put together a primer which should helpboth new and veteran investors understand
financial markets andalternatives, and gain a direction and common-sense approach totheir
estate planning." -Benjamin F. Edwards III, Chairman Emeritus A. G. Edwards & Sons "Tom
Moore's grasp of the problems of retirement planning issuperb; his methods of solving those
problems unrivalled." -Richard Austin, past president of Templeton Funds AnnuityCompany
currently a Retirement Income Planning Consultant "Tom has spelled out in plain English, just
what it takes to createand implement a successful retirement plan. Boomers and nonboomersalike, will find his step-by-step road map very helpful." -M. Ellen Simmons, JD, CPA
Between Social Security uncertainty and uneasiness in the stockmarket, Americans today face
a more uncertain financial future thanat any time in decades. Ironically, our response to this
growingemergency is to spend more, save less, and put off necessarypreparations until
tomorrow. Buckle up, because tomorrow has arrived. Last Chance to Get ItRight! outlines a
step-by-step program designed to help you: * Increase the size of your nest egg-for a long,
enjoyableretirement * Slash your income tax bill-both today and throughout yourlife * Reduce
your estate taxes-to preserve the assets you fought sohard to build Are you truly prepared for
the financial future facing you and yourfamily? Let Last Chance to Get It Right! give you the
knowledge andtools you need to stop making financial mistakes today-and put moremoney in
your pocket tomorrow.
In 1870, Blythe Dorman, falls hopelessly in love with a mysterious stranger-Malcolm Montrose,
a man scarred with tragedy and defeat. A Virginian who has come to the California gold fields
in hopes of recouping his family fortune.
The InfoSec Handbook offers the reader an organized layout of information that is easily read
and understood. Allowing beginners to enter the field and understand the key concepts and
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ideas, while still keeping the experienced readers updated on topics and concepts. It is
intended mainly for beginners to the field of information security, written in a way that makes it
easy for them to understand the detailed content of the book. The book offers a practical and
simple view of the security practices while still offering somewhat technical and detailed
information relating to security. It helps the reader build a strong foundation of information,
allowing them to move forward from the book with a larger knowledge base. Security is a
constantly growing concern that everyone must deal with. Whether it’s an average computer
user or a highly skilled computer user, they are always confronted with different security risks.
These risks range in danger and should always be dealt with accordingly. Unfortunately, not
everyone is aware of the dangers or how to prevent them and this is where most of the issues
arise in information technology (IT). When computer users do not take security into account
many issues can arise from that like system compromises or loss of data and information. This
is an obvious issue that is present with all computer users. This book is intended to educate
the average and experienced user of what kinds of different security practices and standards
exist. It will also cover how to manage security software and updates in order to be as
protected as possible from all of the threats that they face.

From the moment Bethany Warner was born, Sheriff Tanner Montgomery was on
the run. And he was only four at the time. Their mothers' matchmaking efforts
finally ended when Bethany's family moved away. Now, ten years later, she's
coming back to Ruby Creek and his mother is up to her old tricks again.Tanner is
happy with his life just the way it is. No emotional entanglements. No wife or child
to worry about leaving behind if something should happen to him in the line of
duty. Then Bethany returns, all grown up and sexier than sin. Now he's on the
run for a whole new reason. Growing up, Bethany idolized Tanner. He was the
HERO OF HER HEART. But to him she'd been nothing more than a tag-a-long
little kid. Too tall, too thin, with unruly curls and teeth she could whistle
through.That was then. Now she's coming back to Ruby Creek, a successful,
confident businesswoman, and no longer the ugly duckling she had once been.
Can Bethany convince Tanner to give love a chance? And if she does, will it be
everything she had always dreamt it would be?
Secrets of a Wedding Night Valerie Bowman HOW TO STOP A WEDDING
Young, widowed, and penniless, Lily Andrews, the Countess of Merrill, has
strong opinions on marriage. When she spots a certain engagement
announcement in The Times, she decides to take action. She will not allow
another hapless girl to fall prey to a man—particularly the scoundrel who broke her
heart five years ago. Anonymously she writes and distributes a pamphlet entitled
"Secrets of a Wedding Night," knowing it will find its way into his intended's
innocent hands... HOW TO SEDUCE A WIDOW Devon Morgan, the Marquis of
Colton, desires a good wife and mother to his son—someone completely unlike
Lily Andrews, the heartless beauty who led him on a merry chase five years ago
only to reject him. When Devon's new fiancée cries off after reading a certain
scandalous pamphlet, he vows to track down the author and make her pay. But
when he learns it's his former fiancée Lily, he issues a challenge: write a
retraction or prepare to be seduced—to find out how wonderful a wedding night
can be...
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Place of publication transcribed from publisher's web site.
IN THIS DARK THRILLER FROM NANCY GIDEON’S SULTRY NEW SERIES,
SEXY NEW ORLEANS COP CHARLOTTE CAISSIE GOES HEAD-TO-HEAD
WITH THE LAST NEMESIS SHE EVER EXPECTED: HER SUPERNATURAL
BOYFRIEND. THEIR LOVE IS JUST BEGINNING. Detective Charlotte Caissie is
growing used to the secrets that come with loving the mysterious leader of a
shape-shifter clan. But that doesn’t mean she has to like it. She’s avoided
complications of the heart all her life, but when it comes to irresistible Max
Savoie, she’ll force the truth out of him if she has to. HIS TIME IS ALMOST UP.
Hunted by the deadly trackers his nefarious father warned him about, Max is
transforming into a preternatural force he can’t explain and Cee Cee will never
understand. He’s tempting the dangerous limits of their love, but it’s her
curiosity that could get them both killed. WILL THEY EVER REALLY BE
TOGETHER? When Max discovers the enemy’s true target is someone far more
vulnerable than he, he must do the unthinkable to save his own flesh and blood.
But he can’t fight this battle alone, and Cee Cee faces the ultimate test of loyalty:
the man she’d sacrifice everything for . . . or the laws she swore her life to
protect.
Counterexamples (in the mathematical sense) are powerful tools of mathematical
theory. This book covers counterexamples from probability theory and stochastic
processes. This new expanded edition includes many examples and the latest
research results. The author is regarded as one of the foremost experts in the
field. Contains numbers examples.
You are one of seven billion people on Earth. Whatever you or I do
personally—eat tofu in a Hummer or hamburgers in a Prius—the planet doesn't
notice. In our confrontation with climate change, species preservation, and a
planet going off the cliff, it is what several billion people do that makes a
difference. The solution? It isn't science, politics, or activism. It's smarter
economics. The hope of mankind, and indeed of every living thing on the planet,
is now in the hands of the dismal science. Fortunately, we've been there before.
Economists helped crack the acid rain problem in the 1990's (admittedly with a
strong assist from a phalanx of lawyers and activists). Economists have helped
get lead out of our gas, and they can explain why lobsters haven't disappeared
off the coast of New England but tuna is on the verge of extinction. More
disquietingly, they can take the lessons of the financial crisis and model with
greater accuracy than anyone else the likelihood of environmental catastrophe,
and they can help save us from global warming, if only we let them.
Feminist before there were feminists, single parent before the term was coined, a
teacher with high standards when times demanded laxity, Joyce Holsclaw is all
these and more. With humor and irony she recounts years of experience and
wisdom only hard times, war, divorce, love, and 79 years can teach.
Exploring the fate of the ideal of the English gentleman once the empire he was
meant to embody declined, Praseeda Gopinath argues that the stylization of
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English masculinity became the central theme, focus, and conceit for many
literary texts that represented the "condition of Britain" in the 1930s and the
immediate postwar era. From the early writings of George Orwell and Evelyn
Waugh to works by poets and novelists such as Philip Larkin, Ian Fleming,
Barbara Pym, and A. S. Byatt, the author shows how Englishmen trafficking in
the images of self-restraint, governance, decency, and detachment in the
absence of a structuring imperial ethos became what the poet Larkin called
"scarecrows of chivalry." Gopinath's study of this masculine ideal under duress
reveals the ways in which issues of race, class, and sexuality constructed a
gendered narrative of the nation.
The Down-to-Earth Guide to Global Warming is the comprehensive resource
readers can look to for understanding why global warming happens and how we
can all work together to stop it. Irreverent and entertaining, packed with essential
facts and suggestions for how to effect change, the book offers a message of
hope. Kids and adults alike can help prevent the full consequences of global
warming-we all have a part to play.
Fillmore Press was once Madder Red, a homicidal maniac and criminal overlord
who ruled the city of Bedlam. Now he's been cured of his mania, and says he
wants to help protect the place he once terrorized -- but can he be trusted?
188-Pages! Collects BEDLAM 1-6!
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Clear, engaging writing style keeps material from growing dense or stale. Each
chapter ends with a Glossary of Terms and a series of Discussion Questions.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
A pet-lover and award-winning journalist traces the history of cats and dogs and the changing
social attitudes that transformed these furry creatures from pests and hunting tools in the
middle ages to their current status as beloved family members. 30,000 first printing.
Create a Breathtaking Heirloom &break;&break;Known for their lavish embellishment, bold
colors, and refined composition, crazy quilts are Victoriana at its best. Crazy quilts are
traditionally pieced and embellished with hand methods, but now you - regardless of your skill
level - have an all-in-one resource for creating crazy quilts solely by machine or by combining
hand and machine methods. Besides providing four machine piecing and patching methods,
this lavishly illustrated volume includes: &break;&break;An encyclopedia of machine
embellishments suitable for any machine that will do straight and zigzag stitches
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&break;&break;Complete instructions for 20 original, unique crazy quilted projects
&break;&break;Designs for bed, wall, and children's quilts, throws, table covers and pillows
&break;&break;Full-size templates
You Were Created For This Moment in History! A new breed of revivalist is arising to answer
the cry of God’s heart. These burning ones are calling cities and nations back to the Lord, and
challenging societies to be transformed by the power and love of God. This is your call and
mandate! It’s one thing to be counter-cultural and go against the flow of culture. But God calls
us to an even greater way of living by making Jesus the model for everything we do. Join this
movement and… Unlock the blessing of honoring those who have gone before you Experience
a powerful prayer-life marked by boldness, confidence and expectancy Activate the
supernatural power of God through healing, signs, wonders, and the prophetic Banning
Liebscher, founder of the Jesus Culture movement, believes that you were positioned at this
time in history for this moment. Discover the blueprint to fulfilling your purpose, living an
extraordinary life, and changing the world— starting wherever God has placed you today!
An American anatomist contends with body snatchers plaguing 1782 London in this historical
mystery for fans of Caleb Carr. It is not just the living who are prey to London's criminals and
cutpurses. Corpses, too, are fair game—dug up from fresh graves and sold to unscrupulous
men of science. Dr. Thomas Silkstone abhors such methods, but his leading rival, Dr. John
Hunter, has learned of the imminent death of eight-foot-tall Charles Byrne, known as the “Irish
Giant,” and will go to any lengths to obtain the body for his research. Thomas intends to see
that Byrne is allowed to rest in peace. Yet his efforts are complicated by concern for his
betrothed, Lady Lydia Farrell, who breaks off their engagement without explanation. When Dr.
Hunter is implicated in the horrific murder of a young castrato, Thomas must determine how far
the increasingly erratic surgeon will go in the name of knowledge. For as Thomas knows too
well, the blackest hearts sometimes go undetected—and even an unblemished façade can hide
terrifying secrets… Praise for The Dead Shall Not Rest “Outstanding…. Well-rounded
characters, cleverly concealed evidence, and an assured prose style point to a long run for this
historical series.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review “Populated with real historical characters
and admirably researched, Harris's novel features a complex and engrossing plot. A touch of
romance makes this sophomore outing even more enticing. Savvy readers will also recall
Hilary Mantel’s The Giant, O’Brien.”—Library Journal
Hailed as a masterpiece -- the finest work yet by an American novelist of the first rank -- this is
the mysterious story of a young black man who agrees to an unusual bargain to save the home
that has belonged to his family for generations. The man at Charles Blakey's door has a
proposition almost too strange for words. The stranger offers him $50,000 in cash to spend the
summer in Charles's basement, and Charles cannot even begin to guess why. The beautiful
house has been in the Blakey family for generations, but Charles has just lost his job and is
behind on his mortgage payments. The money would be welcome. But Charles Blakey is black
and Anniston Bennet is white, and it is clear that the stranger wants more than a basement
view. There is something deeper and darker about his request, and Charles does not need any
more trouble. But financial necessity leaves him no choice. Once Anniston Bennet is installed
in his basement, Charles is cast into a role he never dreamed of. Anniston has some very
particular requests for his landlord, and try as he might, Charles cannot avoid being lured into
Bennet's strange world. At first he resists, but soon he is tempted -- tempted to understand a
set of codes that has always eluded him, tempted by the opportunity to understand the secret
ways of white folks. Charles's summer with a man in his basement turns into an exploration of
inconceivable worlds of power and manipulation, and unimagined realms of humanity. Walter
Mosley pierces long-hidden veins of justice and morality with startling insight into the deepest
mysteries of human nature.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
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knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
If you are new to HPLC, this book provides an invaluable guide to how HPLC is actually used
when analysing pharmaceuticals. It is full of practical advice on the operation of HPLC systems
combined with the necessary theoretical knowledge to ensure understanding of the technique.
Key features include: A thorough discussion of the stationary phase enabling the reader to
make sense of the many parameters used to describe a HPLC column; Practical advice and
helpful hints for the preparation and use of mobile phase; A complete overview of each of the
different components which together make up a HPLC system; A description of the contents of
a typical HPLC analytical method and how to interpret these; A step-by-step guide on how to
follow a method and set up a HPLC analysis; A discussion of system suitability criteria and
how to interpret the values obtained during an analysis; Explanation of the common methods
of calibration and quantification used for pharmaceutical analysis.
When does the killing of political leaders become morally justifiable? Killing the Hitlers, Stalins
and Pol Pots of the world is easy to justify. Murderous tyrants need to be killed. But what if our
leaders are merely idiots, or perhaps corrupt, petty tyrants who aren't in the same league as
Hitler, Stalin or Pol Pot? How much damage can we allow them to do, how many of our rights
can we allow them to take away, before killing them becomes justifiable homicide? In Robert
McGee's latest novel – Justifiable Homicide - a small group of patriots in Miami believes that
some of our leaders have already crossed the line and decide to do something about it. They
identify potential targets for assassination and start going through the list. When Robert Paige,
an accounting professor with some firearms and martial arts training, learns that one of his
friends is on the list, he decides he must do whatever is necessary to stop them. The problem
is, he doesn't know who all the cell members are, or how to stop them.
Devin Chase, a writer by trade sits in his apartment in New York unaware that his fiance is the
first victim of a worldwide pandemic called, The Death. Upon learning of his fiance's condition
he sets out to find her. Unprepared and unsuccessful he barely survives the initial days and
takes refuge in a secluded barn in the Midwest. After six months he emerges from his self
imposed quarantine to find that over 90% of the world's population is dead. Even though he
had lacked the formal knowledge or skills of survival he manages to adapt as he goes. As he
travels the barren wasteland, he discovers the world he knew is gone. It has been replaced
with a savage and brutal world where the only rule is 'kill or be killed'. A thousand miles away,
Lori Roberts, a mother of two, wife and successful business woman must tackle the harsh
realities The Death has imposed. Within weeks of the outbreak, her family is quarantined at a
FEMA camp. At first they believe the camp is their sanctuary, but soon discover something
entirely different and sinister is happening to the survivors. Two people, two survivors but one
ultimate outcome. They survived The Death but will they survive what the world has become.
Fire and Emergency Services Administration: Management and Leadership Practices, Second
Edition covers the latest course objectives from the Fire and Emergency Services Higher
Education’s (FESHE) Bachelor’s Core Level Fire and Emergency Services Administration
model curriculum. To effectively lead modern public safety organizations and the various
components within them, individuals must possess a solid understanding of the alwayschanging issues that face the fire and emergency medical services. The second edition of Fire
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and Emergency Services Administration: Management and Leadership Practices has been
completely updated to deliver the very latest information needed to understand these
challenges and will assist managers in making the proper decisions that can impact all aspects
of their organization. The Second Edition features: Expanded emphasis on management and
leadership of EMS operations. Updated budgeting financial strategies, including advice on how
to overcome shrinking budgets and economic downturn. New guidance on hiring and diversity.
Expanded coverage on training, education, and fire fighter safety. The following features are
incorporated throughout the Second Edition: Chapter Objectives: FESHE Objectives and
Knowledge Objectives are listed at the beginning of each chapter, including page references.
Case Studies: Real-life incidents help stimulate student discussion and highlight important
concepts. Facts and Figures: Provides useful and interesting history, facts, and other research
relating to the fire and emergency services. Words of Wisdom: Presents powerful and
informative quotes from organizational leaders and experts in their fields. Chief Officer Tips:
Targeted advice to deal with common administrative issues and introduce techniques to
implement change. Chapter Activities: End-of-chapter Fire and EMS activities reinforce
important concepts and improve students’ comprehension.
Many policymakers, journalists, and scholars insist that U.S. hegemony is essential for warding
off global chaos. Good-Bye Hegemony! argues that hegemony is a fiction propagated to
support a large defense establishment, justify American claims to world leadership, and
buttress the self-esteem of voters. It is also contrary to American interests and the global order.
Simon Reich and Richard Ned Lebow argue that hegemony should instead find expression in
agenda setting, economic custodianship, and the sponsorship of global initiatives. Today,
these functions are diffused through the system, with European countries, China, and lesser
powers making important contributions. In contrast, the United States has often been a source
of political and economic instability. Rejecting the focus on power common to American realists
and liberals, the authors offer a novel analysis of influence. In the process, they differentiate
influence from power and power from material resources. Their analysis shows why the United
States, the greatest power the world has ever seen, is increasingly incapable of translating its
power into influence. Reich and Lebow use their analysis to formulate a more realistic place for
America in world affairs.
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